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A B S T R A C T   

The decrease in sequencing expenses has facilitated the creation of reference genomes and proteomes for an 
expanding array of organisms. Nevertheless, no established repository that details organism-specific genomic and 
proteomic sequences of specific lengths, referred to as kmers, exists to our knowledge. In this article, we present 
kmerDB, a database accessible through an interactive web interface that provides kmer-based information from 
genomic and proteomic sequences in a systematic way. kmerDB currently contains 202,340,859,107 base pairs 
and 19,304,903,356 amino acids, spanning 54,039 and 21,865 reference genomes and proteomes, respectively, 
as well as 6,905,362 and 149,305,183 genomic and proteomic species-specific sequences, termed quasi-primes. 
Additionally, we provide access to 5,186,757 nucleic and 214,904,089 peptide sequences absent from every 
genome and proteome, termed primes. kmerDB features a user-friendly interface offering various search options 
and filters for easy parsing and searching. The service is available at: www.kmerdb.com.   

1. Introduction 

Rapid advances in high-throughput technologies combined with 
improvements in modern computer engineering and software develop-
ment have facilitated the generation of accurate large-scale reference 
genomes and proteomes across all taxonomic domains of life [40,47,8]. 
This amount of data has enabled comparisons across organisms to 
annotate genome and proteomes, define coding regions, discover genes 
and their functions, and reveal insights from genomic regions that have 
traditionally been considered functionally irrelevant. 

Genomes and proteomes consist of sequences of oligonucleotides and 
oligopeptides, respectively, which can be partitioned into substrings of a 
fixed length k, known as kmers. Kmers hold significant potential for 
understanding biological processes, as their patterns and occurrence 
rates can reveal key aspects of genomic features, including repetitive 
sequences, areas of biological function, variations in the genome, and 
the processes of DNA damage and repair [19,23,30,34,44]. Kmers are 
also used as clinical biomarkers for identifying pathogens and human 
diseases, as well as for detecting antimicrobial resistance among others 
[25,36,7]. 
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Among these kmers, some are conspicuously absent from a given 
genome or proteome, and are termed nullomers or nullpeptides [18,27, 
1,21]. These kmer sequences have been used for various applications 
including quality control, metagenomics classification, and phyloge-
netic analysis [11,14,24,32]. Experiments studying a subset of null-
peptides showed they can be highly pathogenic, indicating that certain 
nullpeptides are absent due to selection constraints [55]. Introduction of 
nullpeptides in cancer cells resulted in cancer cell killing, indicating 
putative drug development targets [4]. Additionally, nullpeptides are 
highly immunogenic and have immunomodulatory effects [41,3,57]. 
Remarkably, the resurfacing of nullomers in the human genome has 
been leveraged to detect cancer [17,35,53], demonstrating their po-
tential for disease diagnostics. Similarly, quasi-prime kmers have been 
defined as a set of sequences that are exclusive to a single species and 
absent from every other known species with an available reference 
genome or proteome [38,37]. 

The first attempt to report such patterns was presented by Koulouras 
et al. with the creation of a database nullomers.org [27]. However, there 
are several limitations to consider. The database includes a restricted 
selection of nullomers and nullpeptides by reporting only peptide and 
nucleic minimal absent words. Moreover, its coverage, scope, and 
applicability are constrained by the inclusion of only two reference 
proteomes and approximately 1500 reference genomes. Another effort, 
OrthoVenn3, identifies orthologous clusters and detects conserved and 
variable genomic structures, making it a crucial resource for studying 
species evolution and genetic diversity [51]. Another database, Telo-
base, provides telomere motifs across organismal genomes in the tree of 
life [31]. To our knowledge, no publicly accessible database hosts a 
comprehensive compilation of the presence and characteristics of each 
species’ peptide and nucleic kmers, all in a user-friendly and queryable 
format. In the same vein, no established database offers kmers unique to 
each species (known as quasi-primes) or kmers absent across all species 
(referred to as primes), despite their potential versatile applications. 
Consequently, the need for a repository where kmer, nullomer, null-
peptide, quasi-prime, and prime sequences can be queried on a large 
scale has become increasingly desirable. 

In this article, we introduce kmerDB, a web-based database built to 
systematically catalog sets of DNA kmers, nullomers, nullpeptides, 
quasi-prime, and prime sequences for 54,039 species and 21,865 pro-
teomes spanning all domains of life. The database provides various filter 
and search options organized in dynamic tables that can be queried and 
sorted for analysis. Users can investigate kmer patterns across many 
reference genomes and proteomes and examine kmer composition of 
various lengths for each organism across different taxonomic levels. 
Reference genomes and proteomes are linked to established publicly 
available databases such as the ENA Browser [28], the NCBI Genome 
Browser [46], the UniProtKB Proteome database [56], and InterPro 
protein families and domains database [9]. 

2. Results 

2.1. Overall database statistics 

Our objective in developing kmerDB was to establish a comprehen-
sive repository of genomic and proteomic kmer data to characterize each 
species uniquely. We provide the kmer, nullomer, and species-specific 
(quasi-prime) sequences of each species’ genome and proteome as pre-
viously outlined by Mouratidis et al. [38]. The current version of 
kmerDB comprises 54,039 reference genomes and 21,865 reference 
proteomes. For this dataset, we parsed 202,340,859,107 nucleotides and 
19,304,903,356 amino acids across the reference genome and proteome 
sequences. The total number of kmers in the database is 242,366,914, 
024 for all reference genomes and 44,019,181,382 for all reference 
proteomes. Similarly, the total number of nullomers and nullpeptides is 
505,812,292,016 and 339,223,621,873, respectively. To clarify, several 
kmers, nullomers and nullpeptides can be associated with multiple 

genomes or proteomes and, therefore, may appear multiple times in the 
dataset. At kmer length sixteen, the number of nucleic quasi-primes is 6, 
905,362, and at kmer lengths six and seven, the number of peptide 
quasi-primes is 149,305,183. 

Since the kmer space expands exponentially with increasing kmer 
length, most possible kmers for large values of k are nullomers. This 
phenomenon is especially pronounced in viruses, which lack many 
kmers of length greater than seven base pairs (bps), likely due to their 
smaller genome size. Therefore, we only included kmers and nullomers 
of length up to seven bps for viral genomes in our database. For 
eukaryota, archaea, and bacteria, we extracted kmers and nullomers for 
lengths of six to twelve bps. Finally, we extracted kmers, nullomers, 
quasi-primes, and primes for lengths of three to seven amino acids for all 
available proteomes. 

We have previously investigated the existence of nucleic quasi- 
primes, oligonucleotide sequences exclusive to a reference genome of 
a single species and absent from all others [37]. We have performed a 
comprehensive search for kmer lengths up to sixteen bps and found the 
first set of quasi-prime sequences at sixteen base pairs, also provided in 
the database. Additionally, we have previously examined the occurrence 
of peptide quasi-primes present in each reference proteome across all 
species [38]. No peptide quasi-primes were found for kmer lengths 
below six amino acids. However, we detected peptide quasi-primes at six 
and seven amino acids kmer length, which are also accessible in the 
database. Furthermore, we provide the set of nucleic and peptide primes 
of lengths of sixteen bps and six and seven amino acids. These are se-
quences absent across all the reference genomes and proteomes, 
comprising 5,186,757 nucleic primes and 214,904,089 peptide primes. 

In kmerDB, each kmer, nullomer, and nullpeptide is associated with 
a computed probability, for either formation (Pform, assigned to kmers) 
or non-formation (Pnon-form, assigned to nullomers and nullpeptides). 
The formation probability (Pform) for kmers indicates the likelihood of 
the kmer occurring by chance. Consequently, higher Pform values are 
generally assigned to kmers likely to form randomly, such as those 
occurring in multiple genomes or proteomes. Conversely, lower Pform 
values are attributed to rarer kmers, which could serve as distinctive 
features for a particular genome or proteome. For nullomers and null-
peptides, Pnon-form represents the probability of their absence in the 
genome or proteome. Higher Pnon-form values indicate sequences un-
likely to be present in a particular genome, while lower values suggest 
sequences that might not exist by chance, although theoretically 
possible. The latter are particularly noteworthy, denoting nullomers that 
could arise through mutation events or polymorphisms, potentially 
associated with pathological conditions. Fig. 1. 

2.2. The kmerDB interface 

Users can explore the database by navigating through genomes and 
proteomes. Access to the data in kmerDB is facilitated via the Browse 
menu located at the kmerDB navigation bar. This menu allows users to 
select from the three domains of life (bacteria, archaea, eukaryota) along 
with viruses. Additionally, users can specify their preference between 
genomes and proteomes or utilize a combination of both criteria. Upon 
accessing the kmerDB Browse page, a compilation of genomes and 
proteomes matching the selected filters is presented (Fig. 2). Further 
customization of the search is achievable by choosing specific species 
through the NCBI Taxonomy ID, GenBank/Reference genome accession, 
UniProt reference proteome ID, or species name. This selection directs 
the user to the corresponding proteome or genome Entry page (Fig. 3). 
Furthermore, users can inspect the kmers and nullomers/nullpeptides 
associated with the chosen genome or proteome. Users can perform 
queries on kmers or filter them by kmer length for individual species 
(Fig. 4). For every kmer, nullomer, nullpeptide, and quasi-prime in the 
database, the computed formation (kmers, quasi-primes) or non- 
formation (nullomers, nullpeptides) probability is displayed, providing 
insights into its rarity (see above). In addition, for peptide sequences, 
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biochemical properties such as polarity, charge, and GRAVY hydro-
phobicity are computed and displayed. Similarly, for nucleic sequences, 
kmerDB calculates and presents the % GC content and primer melting 
temperature (Tm). 

The database is also searchable via three search methods, Quick 
Search, Keyword Search, and Sequence Search (Fig. 5). Using Quick 
Search, users can quickly retrieve genomes and proteomes of interest 
using simple keywords. By using Keyword Search, they can perform 
more refined searches by combining multiple fields, including proteome 
or genome accessions, taxonomy identifiers, the organism name, do-
mains, and the number of associated kmers/nullomers/nullpeptides or 
quasi-primes. Finally, through the Sequence Search option, they can 
directly submit their kmer or nullomer/nullpeptide sequences and 

retrieve any matching results from kmerDB’s subset of statistically sig-
nificant sequences. 

In addition to the above, kmerDB provides links to external genomic 
and proteomic databases such as the ENA Browser [28], the NCBI 
Genome Browser [46], the UniProtKB Proteome database [56], and the 
InterPro protein families and domains database [9]. 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Data retrieval and parsing 

Reference proteomes were downloaded from UniProt: (Release 
2022_03, 19-Sep-2022). These included reference proteomes for 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the derivation of kmers, nullomers, and nucleic quasi-primes in reference genomes and kmer peptides, nullpeptides and quasi- 
prime peptides in reference proteomes. The first step of the process involves cataloging every genome or peptide kmer for each species. The second step in-
volves the derivation of nullomers or nullpeptides. Finally, the set of kmer sequences that are unique to each species are identified. The database encompasses this 
information for every species and is easily retrievable. 
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eukaryota, bacteria, archaea, and viruses (Supplementary Table 1). Only 
the twenty standard amino acids were used throughout the analyses. 
Kmer lengths up to and including seven amino acids were studied. 

Reference genomes were downloaded from the GenBank and RefSeq 
databases [40,8] as well as 104 reference genomes from the UCSC 
genome browser [39] (Supplementary Table 1). Kmer lengths up to and 
including twelve bps were analyzed to derive kmers and nullomers, 
whereas sixteen bps was chosen as the kmer length for nucleic 
quasi-primes. Details on the complexity and runtime execution of the 
analysis are given in the Supplementary Material (Supplementary File 
1). 

Definitions. 
Genomic definitions. 
Let us define the alphabet L = {A,T,C,G} representing Adenine, 

Thymine, Cytosine, and Guanine respectively. 
We define a sequence S = a1a2a3...an where ai ∈ L for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. 
A genome consists of a set of sequences over the alphabet L. A kmer 

refers to a short sequence s = b1b2b3...bk of length k. We define a kmer as 
present in a genome G = {S1, S2, S3, ..., SL} if and only if there exists Si ∈

G where s is a subsequence of Si. When a kmer s is present in genome G, 

then s ∈ G. Kmers of length k = [6,12] were considered for bacteria, 
archaea, and eukaryota, while for viruses, Lengths of k = [3,7] were 
used, due to the smaller viral genome sizes. 

A nullomer of genome G is defined as a kmer s′that is not present in 
genome G, meaning ∄Si ∈ G where s′ is a subsequence of Si. Therefore a 
nullomer for the genome G is any kmer not present in that genome. 
Similar to kmers, lengths of k = [6,12] were considered for bacteria, 
archaea, and eukaryota, and lengths of k = [3,7] were used for viruses. 

Let P = {G1, G2, G3, ..., Gx}the set of all genomes. We define a 
sequence q as a quasi-prime if and only if there exists 1 ≤ i ≤ x such that 
s ∈ Gi and s ∕∈ Gj,∀j ∕= i. Therefore, quasi-primes represent all kmers 
present in a single genome and absent from every other genome in our 
database. 

Finally, a kmer p is defined as a prime in our dataset if and only if ∄i 
such that p ∈ Gi. Therefore primes represent all theoretically possible 
kmers that are absent from every genome in our database. 

Proteomic definitions. 
Similar to DNA sequences, we define an alphabet Lp = {G,A, L,M, F,

W,K,Q, E, S,P,V, I,C,Y,H,R,N,D,T} representing the common amino 
acids. A proteome consists of a set of sequences over the alphabet Lp,. 

Fig. 2. KmerDB Browse pages for genomes and proteomes. A. The database browser for genomes. The genome identifier (GenBank or RefSeq accession), NCBI 
Taxonomy ID, organism group, name, and numbers of identified kmers, nullomers and quasi-primes per genome are given. B. The database browser for proteomes. 
The proteome identifier (UniProt proteome ID), NCBI Taxonomy ID, organism group, name, and numbers of identified kmers, nullpeptides and quasi-primes are 
given. In both tables, the interface includes options to change the number of entries per page (1), column filters to search the displayed items per page (2), and 
navigation buttons to view the previous or next set of entries. 
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Proteomic kmers, nullpeptides, quasi-primes, and primes are defined 
equivalently to their genomic counterparts. For this study, we consid-
ered proteomic kmers and nullpeptides for lengths k = [3,7] and k =
[3,6], respectively. Proteomic quasi-primes were studied at lengths k =
[3,6]. 

3.2. Nucleic and peptide kmer and nullpeptide detection 

The identification of kmers was performed following previously 
established definitions defined in [18]. Nullomer and nullpeptide 
detection were performed as previously described in [18] for each 
species at each kmer length. 

Identification of nucleic and peptide quasi-primes. 
DNA quasi-prime identification was performed by identifying kmers 

Fig. 3. Proteome and genome entry pages. Examples are shown for the archaeal species Halobacterium salinarum NRC-1. A. Proteome entry page for H. salinarum 
NRC-1 (ID: UP000000554). The entry page displays the basic annotation of the proteome (1) and a set of quality measurements including the extent of genome 
representation, proteome completeness (CPD) and, in the case of cell-based species (bacteria, archaea, and eukaryota), the Benchmarking Universal Single-Copy 
Orthologs (BUSCO) assessment. Access to the proteome’s associated kmers, nullpeptides and quasi-primes is given through the tables at the bottom of the page 
(3). Finally,v cross-reference links to external databases are also offered, including the ENA and NCBI Genome Browsers, UniProtKB, and the InterPro protein family 
database (4). B. Genome entry page for H. salinarum NRC-1 (ID: GCA_000006805.1). The entry page follows the same structure as the proteome entry page, with 
additional information on the genome’s sequencing properties, including the assembly name, source database, and sequencing level (5). 
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that were present in each reference genome and nullomers in every 
other reference genome. Similarly, peptide quasi-prime identification 
was performed by identifying kmers that were present in each reference 
proteome and nullomers in every other reference proteome. 

Identification of nucleic quasi-primes was performed for kmer length 
of sixteen bps. This was the shortest kmer length at which we observed 
DNA quasi-primes. Similarly, for peptide kmers, we performed quasi- 
prime identification for kmer lengths of six and seven amino acids, 
since these were the shortest peptide lengths at which we observed 
quasi-primes. 

3.3. Statistical analysis 

We used a Markov chain model to determine the formation proba-
bility of each kmer, which is the probability of its occurrence by random 
chance based on the sequence content of its reference genome or pro-
teome. The transition probabilities, indicative of the likelihood of a 
nucleotide base X following a preceding base Y (where X and Y can be A, 
T, C, or G), were computed across all reference genomes within our 
database. Subsequently, we established all 16 possible transition prob-
abilities for each reference genome to ascertain the formation proba-
bility of every kmer identified therein. In the context of protein kmers, a 

similar methodology was adopted. Transition probabilities for each 
proteome were determined, taking into account the 20 standard amino 
acids. This set of amino acids led to the calculation of 400 distinct 
transition probabilities, each reflecting the frequency with which one 
amino acid is likely to follow another within the protein sequences. 

For the observed kmers, the statistical approach to determine their 
formation probability (Pform) was based on multiplying individual 
transition probabilities, by applying the Markov assumption. This means 
that for any given kmer, its formation probability was estimated as the 
product of the probabilities of each sequential transition within the 
kmer. This method allowed calculating the likelihood of any specific 
kmer occurring by chance, based on the genomic context. 

For both nullomers and nullpeptides, we provided a probabilistic 
estimate of the nullomer’s/nullpeptide’s absence in its corresponding 
reference genome/proteome (Pnon-form). The formation probability of a 
nullomer/nullpeptide (Pform) is computed and then exponentiated by L, 
where L represents the total number of potential positions where the 
nullomer/nullpeptide could be located within the reference genome/ 
proteome. Therefore, Pform

L yields the expected frequency of the 
nullomer’s occurrence in the reference genome or proteome. Subtract-
ing this value from 1 provides the estimated probability that the 
nullomer does not appear in the given genome or proteome (Pnon-form). 

Fig. 4. Kmer search page in individual genomes and proteomes for kmers, nullomers, nullpeptides and quasi-primes. A. Example search for kmer length of 
six amino acids in H. salinarum NRC-1 (ID: UP000000554). The kmer sequence (1), formation probability (2), and sequence features (3), namely, amino acid 
properties and hydrophobicity are given. B. Example search for nullomers with a length of 11 base-pairs in H. salinarum NRC-1 (ID: GCA_000006805.1). For DNA 
sequences, the displayed properties (4) include the % GC content and melting point temperature (Tm). 
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Following the estimation of the formation/non-formation probabil-
ity, we sought to estimate the statistical significance of each kmer and 
nullomer/nullpeptide, by deriving its adjusted P-value (q-value), using 
the Tarone modification of the Bonferroni adjustment method [52], 
adapting the approach previously used by Koulouras and Frith [27]. In 
this approximation, all words of length k (e.g. 7-mers) are ordered in 
descending order of their Markov chain probability (as described 
above), and the q-value is calculated as follows: 

qval = P⋅
(
ak − c

)

where P is the Markov probability (Pform for kmers, and Pnon-form for 
nullomers and nullpeptides), a is the size of the sequence alphabet (a=4 
for DNA nucleotides, a=20 for protein amino acids), k is the word length 
(e.g. k = 7) and c is a counter starting from 0 and increasing by 1 each 
time a kmer is excluded from testing. The exclusion of a kmer occurs 
when the computed q-value is above the defined statistical significance 
threshold (set to 0.01). This filtering produced a subset of statistically 
significant sequences, which is available for download through the 
“Downloads” page of the database, and is also used to perform sequence- 
based queries. 

3.4. Database implementation 

Kmers, nullomers, nullpeptides, quasi-primes, and primes are orga-
nized in prefix tree (trie) data structures, using the Matching Algorithm 
with Recursively Implemented StorAge (MARISA) Trie implementation 
and its Python bindings [59]. This particular data structure was chosen 
as the most performant. Trie hashes produced by MARISA are 

alphabet-agnostic and can be used to retrieve all contents of an indexed 
hash table and to perform searches inside that table, either as exact 
matches or with prefix-based queries. While several kmer-based index-
ing methods exist in the literature [2,12], such as ssHash [43], ntHash 
[26], Fulgor [16,26] or Pufferfish [6], they have been implemented as a 
means to hash existing DNA sequences and produce corresponding 
dictionaries of k-sized substrings (kmers), which can be subsequently 
used in several other tasks, such as testing whether an input sequence 
contains kmers existing in said dictionary. Although such structures are 
beneficial in sequence feature recognition/prediction (e.g. kmer based 
taxonomy assignment), they do not serve the purpose of kmerDB, 
namely, storing kmers in a database-like structure, and retrieving all 
kmers existing in one or more genomes/proteomes (or, conversely, all 
nullomers / nullpeptides not appearing in a genome/proteome). At the 
same time, these structures are geared towards the hashing of DNA 
kmers, meaning they have been implemented with a 4-letter alphabet 
(A, T, G, C) hardcoded into their underlying data structure. However, a 
very large portion of kmerDB concerns protein sequences, which would 
require the use of a 20-letter alphabet for amino acids. 

The current size of the stored kmers and nullomers/nullpeptides is 
172 GB and 154 GB, respectively, utilizing the MARISA Trie data 
structure for storing the sequences of each genome/proteome. By 
contrast, the initial size of the dataset in uncompressed ASCII format 
amounts to approximately 2.4 TB. This highlights the efficacy of the 
MARISA Trie structure as a means of hashing and storing kmer datasets. 

The front end of kmerDB is implemented in HTML, CSS, and Java-
Script. The back end is supported by the Apache web server and the Slim 
Framework v. 4.0, with server-side operations handled by PHP and, 
when required, Python. Genome and proteome metadata are stored in a 

Fig. 5. The search capabilities of kmerDB. A. The keyword search form allows for performing refined searches for genomes and proteomes. The controls at the top 
of the form (1) select the dataset type (proteome or genome). Multiple fields (2) can be combined to produce exact search results. B. The sequence search form allows 
searching kmers, nullomers, nullpeptides and primes for sequences matching a user-defined query (3). C. Example kmer search results for the DNA sequence 
“GAATTC”. The kmer hits are displayed with the matching sequence range highlighted in red. In addition, the kmer properties are also given, including the formation 
probability, %GC content, and melting point temperature (5). 
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MySQL relational database. The kmerDB website layout was designed 
with the Bootstrap v. 5 framework, jQuery, and the DataTables library. 
kmerDB is publicly available through http://www.kmerdb.com. 

4. Discussion 

Here we introduce kmerDB, a novel repository that contains kmer, 
nullomer, nullpeptide, quasi-prime, and prime sequences for 54,039 
reference genomes and 21,865 reference proteomes. While the identi-
fication of kmers and nullomers for an individual species can be ob-
tained with bioinformatic tools [33], this, to our knowledge, is the first 
publicly available database containing all kmers, nullomers, nullpep-
tides, and quasi-primes for each organism with a reference genome or 
proteome. The database provides a user-friendly interface that allows 
users to select species by name, ID, kmer sequence, or kmer length and 
provides links to other reference databases, including NCBI for genomic 
kmer sequences [46] and UniProt for peptide kmer sequences [56]. The 
database incorporates statistical scores for the likelihood of a nucleic or 
peptide kmer being present/absent from a genome or proteome using 
Markov models. We note that a previous resource with a similar name 
(kmer-db) also exists, focusing on computing the evolutionary distance 
of sequences, but has no association with our work [13]. kmerDB will be 
updated regularly to incorporate new reference genomes and proteomes 
as they become available. This is a necessary step, as the database’s 
content (especially nullomers/nullpeptides and quasi-primes) could 
potentially be altered due to the emergence of additional reference ge-
nomes or proteomes, and the possibility of novel variants arising for the 
existing genomes. 

We outline several potential applications of kmerDB across diverse 
research domains. Previous studies have demonstrated that variations in 
biological processes can influence the genomic and proteomic compo-
sition of an organism, which is reflected in the kmer profile of its genome 
or proteome [29,48,54,58]. Furthermore, kmers can be associated with 
specific functional roles, such as transcription factor binding sites [48]. 
kmerDB facilitates the querying of user-defined kmer sequences against 
its dataset, enabling investigations into genomic and proteomic kmer 
disparities across species, including the exploration of kmers with 
functional significance in genomes or proteomes. 

Nullomers and nullpeptides hold utility in evolutionary studies as 
indicators of negative selection [18,27], for pathogen detection, or as 
potential candidates for therapeutic drugs [45,49]. For example, there is 
evidence suggesting the roles of nullpeptides as anti-cancer agents [4,5]. 
Additionally, nullomers and nullpeptides find applications in cancer 
detection [35], as vaccine adjuvants [41], or in forensic contexts [20]. 
Notably, our database incorporates a Markov chain-based statistical 
score, indicating the likelihood of each nullomer and nullpeptide being 
absent from a genome or proteome. Nullomers and nullpeptides with 
lower probabilities of absence are more likely to be subject to selection 
pressures and can thus be prioritized in subsequent studies. 

DNA and peptide quasi-primes serve as universal and concise 
genomic and proteomic signatures for each organism, presenting po-
tential as detection platforms for pathogens. They offer advantages over 
traditional methods like cell culturing and colony counting, which are 
slow and inapplicable to non-culturable species. Nucleic quasi-primes 
hold promise as biomarkers in metagenomic next-generation 
sequencing applications, particularly for accurate pathogen detection 
in clinical settings or ensuring food safety. Peptide quasi-primes hold 
potential for designing highly specific antibodies to mitigate typical 
antibody cross-reactivity [15,10]. Quasi-primes also shed light on evo-
lution, serving as sites of accelerated evolution and traits specific to 
species [22,37]. For instance, human nucleic quasi-primes are linked to 
brain development and neurological disorders [37]. Consequently, the 
quasi-primes in the database can advance research on the shortest 
species-specific nucleic or peptide sequences. 

Kmer data from kmerDB can find applications in comparative ge-
nomics and evolutionary studies [42,50], aiding sequence specification 

like identifying highly-specific CRISPR target sites [60]. Prime se-
quences can serve as genetic barcodes or targetable landing sites in 
biotechnological applications, facilitating tracking of cells or organisms 
through genetic tagging. In essence, kmerDB stands as a versatile, rapid, 
and high-caliber database facilitating convenient access to genomic and 
proteomic information across species and taxonomies. 

Code Availability 
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